
Chadwick Downs Sale 2 (Bulls and Semen) 

BULLS 

All bulls will be semen tested and inspected prior to sale. 

Semen testing has been carried out by Australian Premier Genetics using the SpermVision CASA 

(Computer Aided Semen Analysis) system over 8 fields. 

Results will be provided for Live Semen %, FPM (Forward Progressive Motile) Semen %, 

Concentration of ejaculate in millions per ml of semen and morphology (the shape and report of any 

sperm defects). 

The specific results for each bull will be available Monday 30th November before 10 am. 

The bulls will undergo a physical inspection. They will be guaranteed as fit for purpose by the Vendor 

under conventional terms.  

Vendor has not insured the bulls post sale. Insurance can be effected via normal agency 

arrangements. 

Registration transfer of the 4 stud bulls will be carried out by the Vendor. The herd bulls are 

registerable by the ABCA at the Purchaser’s cost 

Lot 79 CD Midnight Oil he is one of CD first by the renown Garrett of brinks 789P & has out 

performing all expectations. Midnight Oil is in very good company & shares a sire with top-selling 

$30,000  Telpara Hills Mr Houston. Garrett of Brinks is a bull who has achieved trait-leading 

performance figures which rates in the top three % for yearling weights, 4pc for birth weight, 5pc 

marbling & 2pc scrotal, Garrett inherits huge maternal potential from his sire, best 535H38, who is 

the highest rate bull in the US for milk figures. has been a great Sire in the Chadwick Downs breeding 

programme. He has put some great calves on the ground. DOB 09/03/2012 Status: Stud 

Lot 80 Apache H022 DOB 16/03/2012 Status: Stud. This bull has plenty of length and muscle. 

Lot 81 CD Hologram DOB 12/03/2012 Status: Stud This bull has great muscle and shape plenty of 

softness ready to go to work. 

Lot 82 Full On J201, sired by Elton full Time out the wonder cow Weona 1379. This bull has alot of 

potential and is a good clean type. 

Lot 83 CD H067 DOB 29/05/2012 Status: Herd. This bull is sired by Belview Yellowstone and showing 

lots of stretch and plenty of muscle up front, a very quiet bull to handle. 

Lot 84 CD H124 DOB 22/11/2012 Status: Herd, Another well put together quiet bull with good 

muscle and great features. 

Lot 85 CD H344 DOB 23/10/2012 Status: Herd, Another very nice herd bull ready to go to work, once 

again a very clean type that stands up well. 



Lot 86 CD J196 DOB 05/10/2013 Status: Herd, Sired by Elton Full Time out of TH Middleman 720. 

This bull has scurs but overall a nice tidy bull with a good length sheaf and nice shape. 

Lot 87 CD J268 DOB 25/10/13 Staus: Herd, Sired by Belview Yellowstone. This bull has good length 

and muscle, stands very well. This bull would suit any commercial herd as a sire. 

Lot 88 CD J269 DOB 25/10/2013 Status: Herd, Sired by Belview Yellowstone. A very compact bull 

showing a lot of strength. 

Lot 89 CD K032 DOB 20/02/2014 Status: Herd, Sired by Belview Yellowstone out of CD 479 Eugine. 

This little power pack has good shape, softness and quietness.  

Lot 90 CD K033 DOB 20/02/2014 Status: Herd, Sired by Belview Yellowstone out of Elton 

Queenspades. This little bull is the lightest bull in this line up of bulls, coming in at 580kg, given the 

right opportunity he would not disappoint. 

SEMEN LOTS 

The semen that has been collected and stored at the CDABC is guaranteed to meet and significantly 

exceed minimum Australian and International quality standards. The schedule specifies post thaw 

test results. 

Semen that has been purchased by CD and now being offered, is sold ‘as received’ and no 

guarantees are given save that of the original suppliers. 

Note:- Semen from these lots has been successfully used in ‘on property’ AI programs with 

acceptable success results (Many of the bulls and heifers in the sale were sired by semen from the 

same batches that are now on offer). 

Delivery is offered at CDABC. Transport arrangements can be discussed with Caitlin Warner 0419-

238216. Storage is  provide at no cost until April 2016. 

 

Lot 91; Quantity in lot 4 

Lot 92; Quantity in lot 9 

Lot 93; Quantity in lot 9 

Lot 94; Quantity in lot 2 

Lot 95; Quantity in lot 20 

Lot 96; Quantity in lot 20 

Lot 97; Quantity in lot 20 

Lot 98; Quantity in lot 20 

Lot 99; Quantity in lot 20 



Lot 100; Quantity in lot 10 

Lot 101; Quantity in lot 10 

Lot 102; Quantity in lot 10 as received  stored at CDSBC Richard Pender - NEAB 

Lot 103; Quantity in lot 20 

Lot 104; Quantity in lot 20 

Lot 105; Quantity in lot 20 

Lot 106; Quantity in lot 10 

Lot 107; Quantity in lot 10 

 


